Enabling economies through digital
revolution

To create digital transformation to an
all-inclusive society

Metrowired, having pioneered the first municipal infrastructure network which enabled The
City of Johannesburg to become a digital city. With this innovative mindset Metrowired’s
foundation was that of breaking boundaries in technologies which lead the way for an
increased demand for fibre. MetroWired, being an early adopter of technologies, coupled
with our understanding of customer’s environments is perfectly positioned to address the
new digital economy.

MetroWired, in an ever-evolving technology landscape has reinvented itself to become an
enabler to customers through strategic partnerships and emerging technologies
MetroWired is a 100% black owned company that has embraced the transformation gap
within our country and has set on a path to an all-inclusive diverse management structure
encompassing youth, women and men.

MetroWired’s phenomenal year ending February 19/20 saw the company triple its staff
compliment which is demonstrative of our growth, based on a customer experience and our
ever-expanding strategic partnerships, which has enabled us to grow from strength to
strength.

MetroWired’s journey has transcended borders and delivered their expertise to neighbouring
countries within the SADC region. The realization of the BoPL (broadband over powerline)
technology is yet another example of our commitment to embracing technologies and being
at the forefront of adoption and implementation.

MetroWired professional services arm was instrumental in the architecture, planning and
project management with Botswana in their vision of becoming a digital country through
consultation.

Learning from our past, MetroWired is ahead of the curve in developing solutions to suit
customer needs through future technologies with strategic partners, guided by Gartner’s
intelligence. The first focus is to enhance customer experience through an omni-channel
world, whilst driving business intelligence thereby creating a unique customer journey,
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Metrowired is perfectly positioned in the current market space to be a disruptor to the “new
norm” based on our innovative approach to technology adoption, implementation and
customization. Metrowired prides itself in being nimble, agile and decisive, which satisfies the
customer’s needs.
One of our key advantages is our ability to leverage the customer’s existing investment while
still modernizing your environment with best of breed technologies.
We believe that evolving technologies will be the differentiator therefore having a partner
that is agnostic and continuously pushing the boundaries to achieve this, would be integral to
the realization of your ultimate goal.

